SATELLITE-BASED MONITORING SERVICE OF WATER AND SEWER NETWORKS
Avoiding network breakdowns through proactive maintenance is one of the main goals of network operators. With prevention, you can reduce maintenance costs, improve the service, ensure people’s safety, and protect the environment and assets. An effective proactive maintenance can be achieved by promptly identifying the stressed network segments and activating inspection teams before the network collapses. To help maintenance teams act proactively, we have simplified complex radar satellite analysis and made available actionable information through an intuitive interface.
Proactive maintenance of water and sewer pipelines network. Rheticus® Network Alert improves water and sewer networks’ maintenance activities, providing actionable reports of critical pipe segments to prioritize inspection activities and improve inspection efficiency. Using ground subsidence as an indicator for the likelihood of failure, the service enables predictive analysis to prevent structural failures. The millimeter-scale ground movements are calculated and updated through the satellite’s radar data processing. The service offers an update and complete view of the entire pipeline network through actionable reports and geanalytics. Inspections and maintenance activities are thus scheduled more efficiently and simplified as a whole. With Network Alert, you will unlock cost-effective water-supply and sewer network management.

BENEFITS

- ENHANCE PROACTIVE NETWORK MAINTENANCE CAMPAIGNS
- QUICKLY ORGANIZE FOCUSED INSPECTION ACTIVITIES BASED ON PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS
- GET UP-TO-DATE AND ACTIONABLE REPORTS, ANALYTICS, AND TIMELY ALERTS
- SAVE BOTH TIME AND MONEY
Developed with satellite technology, Rheticus® Network Alert regularly provides information on the network segments with a high level of damage. The periodic reporting highlights the network sections on which further inspections have to be addressed to check the pipeline’s integrity. The service is available as a dynamic dashboard or periodic report containing detailed information about the user’s network status.
Rheticus® Network Alert platform offers a synoptic view of the water and sewage network. According to the level of stress, the tool splits the pipelines into 3 sections: in green the stable segments, in yellow those to be monitored, and in red the segments to be inspected. Each section is associated with a graph showing the historical trend of the movements, the speed and acceleration of the movements, and the priority score referring to the need to carry out field inspections. The full information is available through the interactive geoportal available 24/7 from any device.
Thanks to Rheticus® Network Alert, we detected 40% more critical segments. This confirmed the goodness and effectiveness of the approach adopted to prevent damage to the sewage system. We found the radar satellite interferometry the most accurate and convenient detection method to prevent and detect potential breaks to the sewage and water networks.
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Many users have already discovered the benefits of Rheticus® Network Alert. Search our website for our customers’ success stories and learn about the benefits of integrating Rheticus geoinformation services in your management and operational activities. For commercial and technical support, you will always count on our global team of authorized distributors and on Planetek Italia’s experience of over 25 years. Gather geospatial intelligence, now. Contact us or request a demo.